INTRODUCTION

Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs) include 3 idiopathic and chronic intestinal conditions: Crohn’s disease (CD), ulcerative colitis (UC) and indeterminate colitis. Their onset relies on a combination of genomic predisposition and environmental factors that lead to an altered immunoresponse to the intestinal microbiota.1-4 In particular, CD is characterized by transmural involvement of the bowel wall and it can affect any section of the gastrointestinal tract, with higher prevalence in the ileocolic segments. Typical symptoms include fever, chronic diarrhea, fatigue and weight loss. However, concurrent involvement of different system and organs is common, with possible hepato-pancreato-biliary, renal, musculoskeletal, dermatologic, pulmonary and ocular manifestations.5,6 Ileocoloscopy with biopsy is considered the reference standard for achieving a definitive diagnosis, as it can access hard-to-reach areas of the small intestine and can replace surgery in treatment of strictures through balloon dilation.7

However, the main limits include invasiveness, related risks (i.e., bowel perforation) and a partial evaluation, limited to the mucosal surface.8 Therefore, radiological imaging is of paramount importance in the estimation of the whole intestinal involvement, not only for the initial evaluation, but also for follow-up monitoring and treatment response assessment.9,10 Beyond the mere detection of intestinal lesions, it can provide useful data concerning characteristics of bowel wall thickening, which is helpful in distinguishing active inflammation from fibrosis, along with and valuable information on the surrounding tissues, where complications arise.11 The constant development of novel technical tools and techniques is a benefit for improving the patient’s clinical framework. On the other hand, the different imaging modalities and the number of tools and techniques they are provided with can be confounding while establishing the prop-
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er diagnostic path. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to afford the clinician a wide overview on radiologic potential in CD assessment, explaining the basic technical notions and the main findings detectable in the use of each. The second purpose is to relate the diagnostic possibilities to the different intestinal tracts, in order to customize the patient management as far as possible on the basis of the clinical picture (Table 1).

**IMAGING MODALITIES**

1. **Fluoroscopy**

   1) **Techniques**

   Proximal and distal intestinal loops can be evaluated through different approaches.

   Small bowel follow-through (SBFT) is performed through the oral ingestion of a barium solution, whose progression is then recorded obtaining several radiographic images series (Fig. 1). The duration of the exam strictly depends on intestinal peristalsis and presence of strictures.

   SBFT has been reported with a sensitivity of 67% to 72%. Interobserver differences in SBFT evaluation have been ascribed to intrinsic drawbacks, such as incomplete visualization of intestinal loops, mainly due to overlap, and suboptimal dilation distal to strictures.

   Enteroclysis can be performed through the positioning of a nasoduodenal or nasojejunal catheter and administration of a positive contrast agent which is composed of a water solution of barium and/or methylcellulose. Air can be infused in order to obtain double-contrast images.

   Despite the invasive procedure of nasoenteric tube positioning, this technique improves dilation of duodenum and jejunal loops and can increase compliance especially in pediatric or elderly patients. Formerly, enteroclysis has demonstrated high degree of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy (respectively up to 100%, 98.3%, and 99.3%). However, this technique cannot provide any further information on extraintestinal involvement and differential diagnosis, especially at early stages (i.e., from lymphoid hyperplasia and infectious ileitis) and its use has fallen out of favor since the development of cross-sectional imaging.

---

**Table 1. Imaging Modalities and Crohn’s Disease: Synoptic Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imaging modality</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Additional benefits</th>
<th>Intestinal applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluoroscopy</td>
<td>- Widely availability - High sensitivity - High accuracy</td>
<td>- Radiation exposure - Low specificity - No extraluminal information</td>
<td>- Enema through ileostomy or fistulography can be rapidly performed for complications appraisal</td>
<td>- Barium follow-through provides a visualization of both small and large bowel loops - Barium enema offers a wide colonic representation with additional opacification of the last ileal loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>- Radiation free - Wide availability - Low healthcare costs</td>
<td>- Dependence on operator’s expertise - Prolonged exam time - Low field of view</td>
<td>- Color-Doppler provides vascular information - CEUS offers additional value in abscess recognition - Elastosonography provides information about fibrotic involution</td>
<td>- Ileum can be easily evaluated, while colonic evaluation can be impaired by feces and meteorism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTE</td>
<td>- Comprehensive evaluation - High sensitivity and accuracy rates - Low scan times</td>
<td>- Radiation exposure</td>
<td>- Iodine concentration can be used as a marker of inflammation activity on DECT</td>
<td>- Optimal ileum and colonic appraisal - Jejunal evaluation is typically less clear due to fast peristalsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRE</td>
<td>- Lack of radiations - Comprehensive evaluation - High sensitivity and accuracy rates</td>
<td>- Prolonged scan times - General MR contraindications</td>
<td>- DWI yields inflammation detection - Recently developed sequences (elastography, perfusion and magnetization transfer) can provide additional information about inflammation and fibrosis differentiation</td>
<td>- Optimal ileum and colonic visualization - Lack of radiations enables the performance of repeated scans (obtained at different timepoints) allowing an optimal bowel distention on each intestinal district.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

US, ultrasound; CTE, computed tomography enteroclysis; MRE, magnetic resonance enterography; CEUS, contrast-enhanced US; DECT, dual-energy computed tomography; MR, magnetic resonance; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging.
When a distal ileum or colonic involvement is suspected, a trans-rectal approach is preferred and single- or double-contrast enema can be performed. Although the latter allows a more accurate evaluation of the mucosal layer, a single contrast technique is preferred when the presence of a stenosis is probable, since the obstruction can be more easily overcome.\cite{16,17}

Double-contrast barium enema have shown high sensitivity in detecting typical findings of CD, such as discontinuous or eccentric involvement (88%) and/or discrete ulcers (67%).\cite{18}

However, differential diagnosis between CD and UC basing on radiological findings remains uncertain in 25% of the cases.\cite{18}

Despite the widespread availability, the low healthcare costs and the accuracy in evaluating extension of wall lesions, fluoroscopy techniques do not provide any information other than endoluminal caliber, mucosal layer edges and motion rate of the contrast column.\cite{14}

Fig. 1. A 34-year-old female patient affected by Crohn's disease. (A) Barium follow-through photo shows dilation of the gastric lumen (asterisk) with obstruction at the level of the gastric antrum (arrowheads) and distention of duodenal lumen downstream (thin arrow). Coronal B-FFE (B) and axial HASTE T2-weighted (C) confirmed the gastric stenosis caused by a severe thickening of the gastric antrum (thick arrows). B-FFE, balanced-fast field echo; HASTE, half-Fourier acquisition single-shot turbo-spin-echo.

However, they can be useful for other associated clinical conditions. For instance, enema of an ileostomy can be performed before its removal, in order to detect any loop abnormality, or fistulography for external fistulas path identification, through the administration of an iodinated contrast water solution with a Foley catheter (Fig. 2).\cite{12,16}

2) CD Findings
The typical radiological appearance of intestinal mucosa affected by CD is the "cobblestoning," resulting from an alternation of ulcers, detectable "contrast-plus" images (due to the mu-
cosal defect and deposition of contrast), and inflammatory hypertrophy of the surrounding tissues, resulting in their prominence and therefore "contrast-minus" images. Other findings include a mucosal "polypoid" appearance, irregular enlargement of intestinal villi, endoluminal stenosis with upstream dilation, linear superficial ulcers which can evolve into fistulas, spaced or attached loops (respectively due to wall thickening/mesenteric fat hypertrophy or inflammatory adhesions).14-17

2. Ultrasound

1) Techniques

Ultrasound (US) is a radiation-free, widespread, low-cost exam whose clinical use in CD patients is usually considered as a first-line diagnostic approach, mainly due to its limited field of view.8

A transabdominal approach with a convex probe (3.5–8 MHz) allows to obtain a wide overview of the abdominal cavity (including complications), while the use of linear array probes at higher frequencies (up to 13 MHz) permits to evaluate the bowel walls in detail, leading to a clear distinction of thickness and stratification.19

US has a high level of sensitivity (up to 93%) in detecting CD bowel lesions, although it is nonspecific.19-21 US showed an accuracy similar to computed tomography enteroclysis (CTE) and magnetic resonance enterography (MRE) for CD diagnosis, with a sensitivity and specificity ranging between 75% and 100%.22,23 Moreover, high specificity for strictures, fistulas and abscess has been reported in comparison to surgical specimens.24

However, several techniques can significantly increase its diagnostic accuracy. The first one is color-Doppler, which provides important information on vascular flow (Fig. 3).19 Contrast-enhanced US (CEUS) is instead performed via the intravenous injection of phospholipid-stabilized microbubbles, whose rapid pulmonary excretion avoids any risk of nephrotoxicity.11

CEUS provides a "real time" perfusion appraisal of bowel walls, yielding a distinction of active inflammation from fibrosis and helping in assessing therapy response.8,19 A more objective and less "operator-dependent" evaluation can be achieved using dedicated software, which provides quantitative and semi-quantitative parameters (such as max intensity peak, time to peak velocity, washout time and intensity) although standardized thresholds are not currently available.11,25

An accuracy rate of 97.2% has been described in differenti-
ating inflammatory phlegmons from intra-abdominal abscesses.\textsuperscript{25}

A significant improvement in diagnostic accuracy in sonographic evaluation of CD has been obtained by small intestine contrast ultrasonography (SICUS). This technique is performed as a conventional transabdominal US after oral contrast administration (125–800 mL of polyethylene glycol water solution).\textsuperscript{26} It allows a better dilation of bowel loops, and an ongoing appraisal of intestinal peristalsis, with increased sensitivity (96% to 100%) in CD lesions as well as complications than conventional US.\textsuperscript{8, 13, 26-33}

Despite undoubted advantages, SICUS is highly time-consuming, considering that the examination time depends on patient peristalsis and operator’s experience.\textsuperscript{11}

Therefore, SICUS is currently performed in few centers and it is mainly reserved for patients with relative or absolute contraindications to CTE and MRE.\textsuperscript{11}

US share-wave and strain elastography are recently developed techniques, sensitive to stiffness of tissues, whose use is now established in evaluation of thyroid nodules. Recent works have demonstrated their feasibility also on thickened bowel walls in CD patients, with the purpose of distinguishing active inflammation from fibrosis. Despite the encouraging results, these techniques have still to be largely and definitely validated.\textsuperscript{1, 26, 34-37}

Undeniable limitations of US techniques remain the limited field of view (especially in identifying complications), the interposition of abdominal fat and/or presence of meteorism.\textsuperscript{27}

Nevertheless, US can be useful for evaluation of perianal fistulas and gluteal abscesses relying on the use of high-frequency probes and on the possibility of 2 different approaches: transperineal and endocavitary (through endoanal and/or endovaginal probes).\textsuperscript{38}

2) CD Findings

US features of CD typically include an increased wall thickness (> 3 mm), with a partial or complete lack of layer stratification (“target sign”) and increased vascularization. According to Limberg classification, a color-Doppler semiquantitative assessment of bowel wall vascularity which includes 5 grades, a score > 2 is considered abnormal.\textsuperscript{8, 39} At CEUS, 3 to 4 enhancement patterns, according to the enhanced layers after intravenous contrast agent injection, have been described and several attempts have been made in order to define disease activity.\textsuperscript{19} Concurrent abdominal adenopathies and free fluid can also be detected as well.\textsuperscript{26}

3. Computed Tomography

1) Techniques

Conventional CT-scan, performed with or without intravenous contrast medium injection, is usually performed in patients with an abrupt onset of a previous unknown CD condition or for acute complications in histologically-confirmed CD patients (i.e., abdominal abscesses, perforation, etc.).

Instead, accurate bowel loops evaluation at CT-scan in a CD patient, whether it is well-known or only clinically suspected, requires the administration of an enteric contrast medium 45–60 minutes before the exam (400–800 mL of polyethylene glycol for pediatric population; 800–1,500 for the adults), after a fasting period of 4–6 hours.\textsuperscript{40, 42}

The enteric contrast agent can be administrated orally (CT-enterography) or via a nasoenteric catheter (CT-enteroclysis). Intravenous iodine contrast medium is also injected (approximately 1.5 mL/kg). An enteric phase (approximately 60–90 seconds after contrast administration) is mandatory, while a multiphasic study is usually reserved for patients with simultaneous conditions (i.e., gastrointestinal bleeding, liver abscesses, etc.).\textsuperscript{42}

The main advantage of CT is the possibility of three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions that can be manually managed by the radiologist, and their related tools, including maximum intensity projection, useful for vascular assessment, and volume rendering, which can provide information about bowel wall thickening, abnormal mucosal enhancement, relationships among the intestinal loops and extraintestinal complications (Fig. 4).\textsuperscript{43, 44}

Despite the higher soft tissue contrast of MR, Spektor et al.\textsuperscript{45} demonstrated that the sensitivity of CT in detecting the most relevant acute findings of CD (i.e., abscess, fistula, bowel wall thickening, free fluid, stricture, and bowel obstruction) is substantially similar to MRE.\textsuperscript{46}

In comparison with clinical, histologic, and endoscopic features, high rates of sensitivity and specificity (up to 90%) have been reported for CD detection.\textsuperscript{44}

Dual-energy CT (DECT) is a particular technique that allows tissue decomposition, whose clinical significance has been already established for abdominal as well as extra-abdominal conditions.\textsuperscript{47}

Also, in the CD field, DECT can provide useful information concerning iodine density, which seems to be related to disease activity, and better visual appraisal through iodine maps reconstruction.\textsuperscript{48, 49}

The main limit of CT-scan techniques lies in the radiation
exposure, especially if considering the age of CD patients (the first peak is comprised between the second and the fourth life decades) and the frequent need for follow-up examinations.

Performing “low-dose” protocols is not always a solution, since they are impaired by increased noise artifacts and reduced accuracy.\(^50\) However, this latter issue has been partially counter-balanced by the recent introduction of iterative reconstructions, alternative filtered back projection tools that allows better-quality reconstructions of images acquired at low voltages.\(^43\)

2) CD Findings

Bowel wall thickening (\(> 3\) mm) together with mural hyperenhancement are the typical signs of CD. Wall thickening is usually more prominent along the mesenteric side. Layered contrast-enhanced appearance can occur due to submucosal edema, related to active inflammation, or fat infiltration, more indicative of a long-standing disease. This latter scenario can also show presence of strictures with dilation of the proximal loop. On the other hand, lack of stratification can be related to fibrosis or collagen deposition, with lower and more progressive enhancement. Extraintestinal features, such as adenopathies, engorgement of vasa recta (“comb sign”) and stranding of the surrounding mesenteric fat can be detected.\(^40,41,50-52\)

4. Magnetic Resonance Imaging

1) Techniques

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a radiation-free imaging modality that allows comprehensive evaluation of the bowel loops and the abdominal cavity at the same time.\(^53-55\) Similar to CT-scan, 2 MR techniques can be distinguished according to mode of oral contrast medium administration: oral ingestion (MR-enterography) or nasojejunal intubation (MR-enteroclysis).\(^56\) Although the latter permits an improved distention of jejunal loops, it is considered quite uncomfortable and less accepted by the patients.\(^57,58\) A previous fasting period of 4-6 hours is required; a water solution of oral contrast agent (200–800 mL for pediatrics; 800–1,000 mL) is administrated 30–45 minutes before the examination.

The typical protocol includes: (1) coronal and axial half-Fourier acquisition single-shot turbo-spin-echo (HASTE; repetition time/echo time [TR/TE]: \(\infty/80\) ms) without fat-suppression, whose aim is primarily morphologic and addressed to le-
sion detection and quantification; (2) HASTE (TR/TE: ∞/80 ms) with fat-suppression, helpful in recognizing intra- or extraparietal edema; (3) axial and coronal true-fast imaging with steady-state (‘True-Fisp; TR/TE: 4.20/2.10 ms, flip angle: 60°), that decrease intraluminal fluid motion artifacts; (4) axial/coronal diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) sequences with a diffusion b factor fixed at 0, 400 and 800 s/mm², useful for identification of bowel walls inflammations, fistulas, lymph nodes and abdominal abscesses; or (5) ultrafast 3D T1-weighted gradient-echo fat-suppressed, obtained before and after the intravenous injection of gadoterate meglumine (Dotarem) at a dose of 0.2 mL/kg body-weight on axial/coronal plane, followed by a bolus of 30 mL of normal saline, mandatory for enhancement pattern and disease activity evaluation.\(^{58,59}\)

Additional sequences can also be acquired: (1) coronal thick-section T2-weighted RARE, which magnify the intraluminal fluid signal; (2) cine-MR, helpful in peristalsis assessment; or (3) GE T1-weighted without fat-saturation, for adipose infiltration/lesions.

The patient can be scanned in supine and/or prone position. Supine position is more comfortable for the patient, while prone position would be preferable for the higher pressure on the abdominal cavity, which leads to a better dilation of the loops and decreased motion artifacts.

Similar values of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy have been reported between MRE and colonoscopy, which is currently considered the gold standard in CD diagnosis (respectively 82, 80, 81 vs. 85, 85, 92).\(^{60}\)

Future perspectives come with the recent development of new techniques, such as magnetization transfer and MR-elastography, whose final purposes lie in a clear differentiation of active inflammation from fibrosis.\(^{61}\) MRE has also been successfully applied in intestinal conditions other than CD.\(^{62-64}\)

However, this concept implies that, similarly to other imaging modalities, the radiological findings are not pathognomonic of CD and correlation with laboratory tests and endoscopic features is mandatory for a definitive diagnosis.

Evaluation of the perianal fistulas and abscesses requires a specific study of the anal canal, without the need of an enteric contrast agent administration. In this case, the protocol is composed of: a sagittal “anatomical” T2-weighted scan of the pelvis, used as a guide for positioning of the following sequences; HASTE T2-weighted images obtained with and without fat saturation on oblique-c coronal and oblique-axial planes (respectively parallel and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the anal canal); real-axial or axial-oblique DWI; real-axial or axial-

2) CD Findings

Typical features of CD are wall thickening (> 3 mm) with mural hyperenhancement (layered or homogeneous), intramural edema, strictures with upstream dilation, ulcerations, high signal on DWI images.\(^{67}\) Considering that a clear distinction between active inflammation and fibrosis result in significant implications for treatment management of such patients, the evaluation of these findings leads to the establishment of different activity indexes (magnetic resonance index of activity, MALT; Crohn’s disease activity score, CDAS; MRE global score, MEGS).\(^{67-71}\)

Briefly, 4 main disease patterns have been identified on MRE: “active inflammation,” characterized by hyperintensity of bowel wall on T2 weighted scans (related to edema, restricted diffusivity of water molecules, intense (homogeneous or stratified) enhancement, co-existence of “comb sign” and adenopathies; “fistulizing and perforating,” in which, beside the previous findings, sinus tracts, fistulas or abdominal abscesses are found; “fibrostenotic,” with iso- or hypointensity of bowel wall thickening on T2 weighted images, no restriction, lower and progressive enhancement; “reparative and regenerative,” in which no restriction nor hyperenhancement can be detected.\(^{58,72}\) Main limitations of MRE are the prolonged scan time (25–45 minutes), healthcare costs, and sufficient luminal distension, necessary for avoiding artifacts.

INTESTINAL TRACTS

1. Proximal Segments

Although upper gastrointestinal tract localization has been reported in up to 4% of CD patients, the incidence is undoubtedly higher, considering the number of incidental lesions reported on endoscopy in asymptomatic patients. In most of cases, gastroduodenal lesions are simultaneous with small or large bowel involvement and usually occur in the antrum, pylorus and proximal part of duodenum.\(^{73,74}\) Typical features of upper gastrointestinal tract involvement at radiological imaging include short strictures with stenosis, whereas fistulas, though seldom present, seem to origin from other portions of the intestinal tract. Generally related symptoms include epigastric pain, nausea and vomiting, weight loss, intraluminal bleeding. However, gastroduodenal localizations are usually asymptomatic and might easily go undetected on cross-sectional ima-
Main differential diagnosis must include peptic ulcer disease, Menetrier disease, Zollinger-Ellison’s syndrome, gastrinoma, tuberculosis, lymphoma, and amyloidosis. In proximal segments, gastroduodenal endoscopy is paramount for lesion detection. Barium follow-through can be helpful in detection of stenosis with dilation of the upstream segment, however without providing any extra-luminal information. US is significantly impaired by superimposition of transverse colon and intestinal meteorism. CTE and MRE are highly accurate for a comprehensive evaluation of this portion of the intestinal tract. However, a rapid progression of the oral contrast agent or the presence of non-stenotic wall lesions lead to risk of underestimation. The positioning of a nasoenteric tube allows a better dilation, although this procedure is invasive and uncomfortable. In this sense, MR-fluoroscopy sequences, obtained simultaneously to administration of oral contrast agent, can be performed in order to overcome this limitation. Moreover, MR does not use ionizing radiations and therefore multiple scan series can be safely acquired.

2. Jejunum
Jejunal loops mainly lie in the left upper abdominal quadrant and their involvement in CD has a significantly different incidence comparing Eastern (16.7%) and European Countries (3.8%). Jejunal loops are characterized by fast peristalsis with suboptimal distension and possibility of lesion underestimation (due to the luminal collapse) or false-positive findings (i.e., restricted diffusion). Due to its real-time appraisal, SICUS has demonstrated a higher sensitivity than standard US, from 80% to 100% respectively. However, this improvement comes at the cost of a significantly increase of evaluation time (from 25 to 60 minutes). Improved jejunal dilation on CTE and MRE is usually achieved through the positioning of a nasoduodenal tube. MRE is generally preferable due to its radiation-free evaluation and the possibility of acquiring repeated scans at a different distention degree. MR-fluoroscopy sequence for an ongoing appraisal of the oral contrast medium passage can also be performed.

3. Ileum
Ileal loops represent the most frequent CD localization, especially at the level of the terminal portion of the intestinal tract. To date, this phenomenon has been not completely understood, although a combination of genetic and environmental factors, leading to an altered immunologic response and abnormal bacterial colonization of this portion, has been advocated. Simultaneous ileal and colonic involvement is reported in up to 50% of CD patients, while only 30% shows a solitary small bowel affection. Differential diagnosis includes a number of pathologic conditions (from infections to vasculitides and malignancies) and correlation with laboratory tests and endoscopy is compulsory. However, due to the length and winding course, the ileum also represents the portion of the intestinal tract which is most difficult to explore with endoscopic techniques. Therefore, especially in this tract, radiological imaging plays a pivotal role in providing a wider evaluation and comprehensive disease assessment. Easily available, safe and at low-cost, US (and SICUS in particular) has high sensitivity in lesion detection, especially in the most distal part of the ileum. However, the evaluation of the whole ileal loops may require prolonged examination times and strictly depends on the operator’s expertise. Moreover, the presence of short-length skip lesions may be underrated. CTE and MRE allow a comprehensive and more objective evaluation of this intestinal segment. Their capability in detecting intramural or proximal ileum lesions can exceed endoscopy in up to 50% of CD patients.

4. Colon
Over 60% of CD patients have wall lesions of the colon, 15% to 20% of which presenting as an isolated colonic involvement. An increased rate has been registered over the years for this latter form, and specific genetics and pathologic features, serologic and environmental factors, different from the ileo or ileocolonic CD forms as well as from UC, have been identified. Moreover, a less aggressive behavior has been described for this form, hence the reason why is taking place the definition of “third IBD” for colonic isolated CD forms. Differential diagnosis of CD colonic involvement must include colon malignancies, which in CD patients have an increased risk of occurrence and can be detected as mass-like or circumferential thickening of the colorectal wall. Barium enema can provide information concerning intraluminal content, including presence of strictures or fistulas. US can undoubtedly evaluate the ileocecal region and sigma, but less easily the right and left colon. Generally, right and left flexures are difficulty to identify and evaluate. The colonic frame is necessarily included in CTE and MRE exams, and therefore colonic lesions can be easily detected as long as the bowel lumen is well distended. Otherwise, DWI may be impaired by low specificity and can lead to false-positive results, especially when colonic water enema is not performed.
5. Anal Canal
Involvement of the anal canal is reported in 17% to 43% of CD patients. Perianal fistulas have been classified by Parks and their detection as well as the identification of their path is crucial for subsequent surgical management. Trans-perineal US is a simple, cost-effective, and less invasive diagnostic modality which allows a real time appraisal of perianal fistulae and gluteal abscesses. However, the use of a high-frequency probe, whilst increasing contrast and spatial resolution accuracy, has a limited depth of acoustic waves penetration (approximately 6 cm). Therefore, while external opening of a fistula can be easily evaluated, the internal sphincter is difficult to detected. On the other hand, US performed with and endocavitary approach (using endoanal or transvaginal probes) can give more detailed information on the deepest portion of the fistula. Although both of the 2 evaluation methods can provide useful information, a combination of them would be ideal for an exhaustive assessment. Furthermore, vascular information pro-

Fig. 5. A 37-year-old female Crohn's disease patient. Axial (A) and coronal-oblique (B) computed tomography-scan images show a perianal abscess (arrows) within the left ischioanal fossa. Perianal magnetic resonance imaging confirmed the presence of the abscessual collection at axial-oblique SPAIR (C). The axial-oblique HASTE (D) and diffusion-weighted imaging (E) scans, obtained at a more cranial level, show the trans-sphincteric communication with the anal canal located at 3 o'clock (arrowhead). SPAIR, spectral adiabatic inversion recovery; HASTE, half-Fourier acquisition single-shot turbo-spin-echo.
vided by color-Doppler can be useful in distinguishing active inflammation from fibrosis.\textsuperscript{90,92}

According to recent recommendations, CTE and MRE must include the anal canal within the field of view to analyze any suspicion of a perianal involvement.\textsuperscript{51} However, for the evaluation of the anal canal region, different and specific studies have to be obtained especially in view of future surgical management. CT-scan, although allowing a fast and 3D appraisal, is impaired by low diagnostic accuracy. CT-fistulography, obtained by administration of a prepared solution into the fistula (1 mL Gastrografin in 10 mL of normal saline) can complement information about the path of the fistula.\textsuperscript{93,94} Perianal MRI can be considered the most comprehensive imaging modality in evaluation of perianal fistulas. Other than the lack of invasiveness and patient preparation, it allows a wide assessment of the anal canal as well as the adjacent structures, detecting the route of fistulas and the presence of abscesses. Moreover, the performance of sequences such as T2-weighted with fat saturation, DWI and contrast-enhanced T1-weighted with fat-saturation, lead to detection of signs of inflammation (i.e., edema, high cellular density, intense enhancement) and therefore distinction of disease activity (Fig. 5).\textsuperscript{92,95,96}

ABDOMINAL CAVITY

Partially or extensively, the abdominal cavity is necessarily included in all radiological examinations performed for CD assessment, except with fluoroscopic techniques. As easily understandable, US has limited diagnostic potential in evaluating the abdominal cavity. Lymph nodes, mesenteric fat hypertrophy and free fluid are the main findings that are sonographically detectable.\textsuperscript{19} According to their capability in vascularity assessment, perivisceral phlegmons and abscesses can be detected using color-Doppler and CEUS.\textsuperscript{8,19} SICUS may also add important information about internal fistulas and strictures.\textsuperscript{11} However, even if already detected in US, further and wider characterization of intestinal and extraintestinal complications through CT-scan and MRI is often required. Both techniques allow a detailed appraisal of complications, accurate lesion measurements and comprehensive estimation of the peritoneal cavity as well as retroperitoneal spaces involvement.\textsuperscript{50} Nevertheless, concurrent extraintestinal complications involving the parenchymal organs (i.e., liver abscesses, sclerosing cholangitis, mesenteric vascular thromboses, cholelithiasis and nephrolithiasis, pancreatitis, sacrolithiasis, etc.) can be detected at the same time.\textsuperscript{40,41}

CONCLUSION

Diagnostic management of CD patients can be challenging considering the huge variety of clinical aspects and the number of imaging modalities and techniques currently available. Endoscopy with biopsy still stand as the reference standard for a definitive diagnosis. The choice of a specific radiological examination depends on patient’s symptoms and the imaging modalities available. CTE and MRE provide the most of the information related to intestinal and extraintestinal involvement, with the latter furthermore free from radiation exposure. A good knowledge of radiological imaging modalities and their clinical application is mandatory for an appropriate patient management.
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